
Conversion Note
Welcome to issue #13 of "The Log That Flies", a roleplaying and science fiction zine from the mid 1990's. It was originally written for the Interregnum amateur publishing association (APA) by Peter Maranci (that's me). I published Interregnum from issues #1-#26, after which I burned out and eventually passed the reins along to Kiralee McCauley. After another 18 issues or so, Interregnum ended for good.Interregnum (IR for short) usually contained 8-12 zines by different authors, and ran from 60 - 120 total pages per issue. It was customary for each zine to have an article on the topic selected by the editor (i.e. me), comments on zines from the previous issue, and anything else that the writer felt like talking about.I used a desktop publishing program called Publish-It 4.0 for Windows to create this zine. Unfortunately that program is WAY out of date, and no longer plays well with Adobe Acrobat; it's a miracle that I can still open the files!Since I can't output directly to Adobe Acrobat any more, I printed the zine and scanned it as a PDF. I've annotated it from a modern August 2008) perspective for your reading pleasure. I wrote 26 issues of TLTF for Interregnum. Prior to that I'd written 22 zines for IR's predecessor, The Wild Hunt APA. If you're counting, that's 50 zines in all. Interregnum ceased publication in 2002.If you're looking for more of this sort of thing, you'll find lots in the Zines section of http://www.maranci.net/rq.htm.

pmaran01
As with most of my zines, the text for this issue was written in ASCII using a great old text editor called PC-Write 2.5. I then imported the text into Publish-It 4.0 for Windows, an early desk-top-publishing program. It tended to crash quite a lot.There wasn't much computer art available in 1994; searching for good clipart was a hobby of mine. I bought many books of copyright-free line art from the Dover  publishing company. But since I didn't have a scanner, I often DTPed blank spaces and empty frames in the zine and then literally taped photocopies of the art into a master copy of the zine. That's how we did it back in the 1990s! Google image search wasn't even a distant dream in those days. It was for this issue that I bought a very cheap handheld scanner. It was SO small that I couldn't scan larger graphics completely; I had to scan them in strips, and then try to match up the strips in a graphics program. Since the strips were often not exactly proportional to each other, this was often like trying to assemble a jigsaw puzzle in which each piece came from a different puzzle.But it was a big improvement on my previous system, in which I printed out the zines with blank spots and frames, photocopied clipart, and taped it into a master copy. This was the first issue in which I didn't have to use that method at all. As a result, I didn't have to insert any new graphics in this file. Some minor editing and resizing was needed, because some of the old fonts are no longer available; that threw things off. Still, this version is virtually identical to the zine that was originally published in June 1995.I hope you enjoy it! ->Peter

pmaran01
All of this contact information is long out of date, of course. If you want to reach me, pmaranci@gmail.com is your best choice; I'll be glad to hear from you, unless you're a spammer.Whoever IS currently living at that address is lucky; that was a wonderful place to live.

pmaran01
Nobody was able to help and I still don't have a copy - but I will probably be able to find one via the internet before too much longer.



pmaran01
Wonder was supposed to be a major, sheetless roleplaying campaign. It didn't run for very long, unfortunately. You can read more about it (if you're interested) in various zines on my site: Rack & Rune #19, and The Log That Flies #6, #8, #9, and #12. I still have another 12 later zines left to annotate, so it's likely that some of them contain some Wonder material too.





pmaran01
Comments are an APA tradition; it's customary for each zine contributor to comment on all the other zines in the previous issue. This provides valuable feedback, which is one of the best reasons for writing for an APA. Of course, quite often contributors don't comment on all the zines, or skip the whole commenting process. In any case, all of these comments are referring to the zines in Interregnum #11 and #12. I'd missed out on commenting in the previous issue due to massive technological problems.

pmaran01
There's more about my battle with the editors of Factsheet 5 in "The Log That Flies" #9-12, all of which are available on my site. The short version is that they "reviewed" Interregnum, and then the reviewer admitted to me privately that they hadn't actually READ the APA before reviewing it - as was obvious to anyone who actually knew IR. When I called them on that they did not react well, to put it mildly. :D



pmaran01
I have yet to make it to ReaderCon. Maybe someday...

pmaran01
The owner of Pandemonium had managed to mortally insult me earlier. I wrote about that in more detail in the comments in a previous issue; sorry, I don't remember which one. You'll just have to read ALL of them! :DAlas, Wordsworth in Harvard Square closed down several years ago, the victim of greedy developers and Harvard University (same thing).

pmaran01
The Web was very new back then, of course.





pmaran01
Oh my. The story of Oliver Jovanovic is quite a saga. You can read "The History of RuneQuest" on my site for more info, or Google for even more info.The short version is that things didn't end well. :(

pmaran01
I eventually made it to the store, once. It was quite a drive. I went with a friend for a special showing of some episodes of Babylon 5 which had been broadcast in England, but not yet in the US.I think the store (The Space-Crime Continuum) has since closed. I don't hear from Chris any more.

pmaran01
I wish I could remember that story, but I can't.

pmaran01
Actually I think it was RQ Con 1. My extensive writeup of that con is in "Rack & Rune" #20, available online.

pmaran01
I had several battles with representatives from TSR, and had apparently hurt the feelings of Gary Gygax (although I'd never met him personally). I really hated TSR and D&D in those days, for reasons tangled up in the dark history of gaming.



pmaran01
Just a (very) small tribute to Bob & Ray. I used to love listening to their radio show on WOR when I was home sick from school.

pmaran01
Where are the other two pages? Well, either I made a mistake in the page numbering, or I had a guest columnist for the last two pages - either is possible. Unfortunately I don't remember which was the case, and my complete copy of this issue is buried somewhere in a box in my celler.But normally I announced guest columns in my zine itself, so I suspect I simply made a mistake this time.


